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Abstract

Yo, peep the game. This theorem be droppin’ dimes on how to max-
imize that green paper, homie. We be talkin’ ’bout controllin’ the block,
keepin’ them snakes (opps) in check, and applyin’ some serious math to
get that paper flow on lock.

1 The Lingo

• Bn(t): Bloc Dominance of Bloc n at time t (measured in units of Bloc
Rep).

• On(t): Number of active opp elements threatenin’ Bloc n at time t.

• Cn: Core territory of Bloc n (represented as a closed set in R2).

• Tn(t): Total area of territory controlled by Bloc n at time t (represented
as a measurable subset of R2).

• P ′
n(t): Rate of paper acquisition for Bloc n at time t.

• f(x, y): Resource function, reflectin’ the economic potential of a location
(x, y) within the hood.

• g(On(t)): Opponent Disruption function, quantifiyin’ the negative impact
of opp activity on paper flow.

• α: Influence decay constant, representin’ how fast Bloc rep fades with
distance.

2 Straight from the Streets

1. Bloc rep ain’t static, dawg. It fades over time, like a blunt gone cold. The
further you get from yo core territory, the less respect you command. We gotta
represent this with a function, Bn(t), that shows how strong yo Bloc is at any
given time. Think of it like the range of yo heat – it weakens with distance.
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Bn(t) = Bmax
n · e−α||(x,y)−Cn||

Here, Bmax
n is the most respect a Bloc can get, α is the influence decay

constant, (x, y) is any location in the hood, Cn is the core territory, and || · ||
represents the Euclidean distance.

2. Now, the hood ain’t equal, homie. Some spots be prime real estate,
pumpin’ out more loot than others. We gotta represent that with a Resource
Function, f(x, y). Think of it like the quality of the corner you work – some
spots bring in more paper than others.

f(x, y) ≥ 0 for all (x, y) ∈ R2

This simply means that every location has some economic potential, even if
it’s minimal.

3. But them snakes, them opps, they be tryna mess with yo paper flow.
They disrupt yo hustle, make it harder to tax them fools. We gotta represent
that with Opp Disruption, g(On(t)). The more opps slitherin’ around, the less
paper you stackin’.

0 ≤ g(On(t)) ≤ 1

This function is bounded between 0 (no disruption) and 1 (complete disrup-
tion).

4. Now, put it all together, and you got the real equation for how much
paper yo Bloc be stackin’:

We define the total paper acquisition for Bloc n at time t as the integral
over its controlled territory, Tn(t), of the product of Bloc dominance, resource
potential, and the negative impact of opp activity:

Pn(t) =

∫
Tn(t)

Bn(t, x, y) · f(x, y) · (1− g(On(t))) dx dy

See how that Opp Disruption, 1 − g(On(t)), kills yo paper flow? The more
snakes, the less green you stackin’. That’s the game, homie. Gotta keep yo Bloc
strapped, yo turf expandin’, and them opps in check. Then yo paper flow stays
on lock.
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